Friday, 10th, July, 2015
I hope you enjoyed the Predator Hunt
script, because this is likely to be the
only place you'll ever read it.
The script was an idea in my mind for
many years, after seeing the first Predator
film and, like many people, wondering "what
happens next?". Unlike most people and all
of Hollywood I believe Predator has the
potential to expand in a new direction. Not
a repetition of the same story over and over
again, but opening the scope to a
fully-fledged universe and all the
reactions, opportunities and consequences of
the Predators' ancient visits to our world,
and how we will react when we come of age
and have the power to say "No more, this is
Our World!".
Predator Hunt is a speculation in how
to relaunch the Predator universe and
broaden it. If you read and enjoyed the
script you will see the strong hints at much
more to come as each side ups their game.
In the long term that can only mean a
face-to-face military confrontation. Will
the lone Predators win with their endless
combative society or will the human hunting
packs of professional military wolves
finally hunt them down and exterminate the
Predators?
The plans for a new Predator film were
announced last year. That was when I
decided to publish my own ideas. It's taken
me this long to complete and I'm sure the
producers and the director Shane Black are
busy with their own ideas. Mine will never
be accepted by them, I'm sure they're
inundated with endless offers of fan fiction
and mine will be just another in a long list
of ideas they must disregard to avoid all
the legal issues of ownership and
originality.

This has been a good exercise for me to
demonstrate my own writing to you and everyone else
who has enjoyed this. Like most of the Hollywood
system I don't publish my own original works (except
for "Dragon's Vale" - www.worldmaker.org for that
free SF story), so this is a good alternative way to
show my skills to you and everyone.
Predator Hunt will never be produced for the
screen, but perhaps I will be able to make use of
some of my ideas in new forms. Perhaps one day
we'll see the likes of "Dutch", Steel, Warne,
Valenta, Parez and more in a new TV show or film
series.
I do have a similar alien predators invasion
concept from many year ago, perhaps... I'll mull it
over for a few years.
Bye for now.

--

Michael Bond, Stockport, UK

